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Abstract 
 

In this paper we study the determinants of Poland’s bilateral trade flows during the transition 

period using the framework that combines traditional and new explanations for international trade 

developed by Elhanan Helpman and Paul Krugman (1985). We develop an identification 

procedure to distinguish this integrative framework from competing theoretical models that may 

explain the volume of trade using the estimated signs on factor proportion variables including 

country-pair capital-labor sums and differences. The assembled empirical evidence shows that 

both factor proportions and country size variables are important in determination of the volume of 

Polish bilateral trade. 
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1. Introduction 

The growing doubt about the ability of conventional approaches based on the concept of 

comparative advantage to explain actual trade patters for a long time has motivated economists to 

search for the new explanations of international trade. The real breakthrough did not come, 

however, until the late 1970s when theoretical studies of Spence (1976), Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) 

and Lancaster (1979) provided new ways of modeling scale economies and preference diversity. 

These studies within a few subsequent years were extended to an open economy framework. 

Finally, it was possible to formalize the ideas that have been “in the air” for decades and 

demonstrate formally that comparative advantage is no longer the only possible reason for 

international trade. Although it initially seemed that new concepts would challenge the dominant 

position of the traditional approach represented by the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson (H-O-S) 

model it soon turned out that the old and the new explanations of international trade can be 

integrated into a single theoretical framework.  

In their comprehensive monograph Elhanan Helpman and Paul Krugman (1985) provided 

an integrated approach to the analysis of trade in a world characterized by increasing returns to 

scale and imperfect competition and demonstrated that the traditional H-O-S model can be saved 

as a special case of a more general framework called the Chamberlin-Heckscher-Ohlin (C-H-O) 

model. From the methodological point of view this generalized model has been regarded as a 

high-water mark in the theory of international trade (Bensel and Elmslie, 1992). Surprisingly, 

although this integrative approach is more than twenty years old until recently it has received 

very little attention in the empirical trade literature. In particular, empirical work on the 

determinants of the volume of trade that is closely linked to the new theory still remains relatively 

scarce. The notable exceptions that belong to this genre are empirical studies by Helpman (1987), 

Hummels and Levinsohn (1995), Evenett and Keller (2002) and Debaere (2005).  

To investigate how the volume of trade is related to specialization Helpman (1987) 

considered a special case of the theoretical model in which each country was completely 

specialized in production of a subset of differentiated goods. His model predicted that the volume 

of trade increases with the similarity in country size. Helpman (1987) found that the theory was 

consistent with the data for the group of 14 OECD countries between 1956-1981 since both the 

volume of trade and the measure of size similarity within this group increased overtime. This 

finding made him conclude that this comovement was consistent with models of product 

differentiation in which specialization in production is driven by brand proliferation. 

Unfortunately, given the small size of his sample a prudent statistical methodology did not allow 
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him to conduct a formal hypothesis test and to demonstrate his point he used some simple 

graphical methods.  

Hummels and Levinsohn (1995) continued the line of research on the volume of trade 

initiated by Helpman (1987) and formally reexamined his early “tests”. However, in contrast to 

Helpman’s approach they focused on bilateral trade flows and treated each country-pair in each 

year as a unit of observation instead of the entire OECD and employed the standard panel data 

econometric techniques to exploit the panel properties of his dataset. The results obtained by 

Hummels and Levinsohn (1995) confirmed Helpman’s (1987) original findings and at the same 

time called them into question. It turned out that the simple model in which all trade was in 

differentiated goods was able to explain about 90 percent of bilateral trade flows between the 

OECD countries. This remarkable fit of their estimating equation made them suspect that 

something other than monopolistic competition must be driving its empirical success. To verify 

this they reestimated the model using a sample of randomly selected non-OECD countries for 

which the monopolistic competition model was believed to be inappropriate. It turned out, 

however, that when the model was reestimated on the non-OECD data the results were very 

similar to those obtained for the OECD sample. This frustrating result made Hummels and 

Levinsohn (1995) question the ability of monopolistic competition to provide the right theoretical 

justification for the empirical success of the estimated trade volume equation. 

To explain the empirical puzzle reported by Hummels and Levinsohn (1995) on 

theoretical grounds Deardorff (1998) suggested that the trade volume equation used in their 

empirical study can be derived not only from the monopolistic competition framework but also 

from the traditional H-O-S model with complete specialization in production. His finding stressed 

the importance of the model identification problem and raised a need to develop tests that would 

allow discriminating between competing theoretical frameworks. This issue was taken up by 

Evenett and Keller (2002) who made the first steps towards developing a statistical procedure 

aimed at solving the model identification problem. Unlike Hummels and Levinsohn (1995) they 

focused on bilateral imports instead of bilateral trade volumes and conditioned bilateral trade 

relationships on the share of intra-industry trade measured by the Grubel-Lloyd (1975) index. 

This criterion allowed them to divide the observations of country-pairs into those that had less 

than 5 percent of intra-industry trade and those that had more.  

Assuming that countries in the former sample trade homogenous products they tested 

whether the traditional H-O-S model with complete specialization in production is able to explain 

the country-pair bilateral imports but did not find any support for this hypothesis. The remaining 

countries in the latter sample were assigned to five different classes according to the share of 
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intra-industry trade in total trade. Evenett and Keller (2002) hypothesized that the higher shares 

of intra-industry trade should be positively associated with the higher values of the estimated 

parameters on the country-size variables as a higher share of differentiated goods in GDP gives 

rise to a higher share of intra-industry trade. Although their estimation results showed that both 

monopolistic competition and factor proportions were important in explaining bilateral import 

volumes the link between the estimated coefficients on the country size variables and the share of 

intra-industry trade was tenuous. Nevertheless, Evenett and Keller (2002) were able to 

demonstrate that the models with complete specialization in production should be rejected in 

favor of incomplete specialization models.         

More recently, Debeare (2005) adopted a similar approach that refers directly to the 

previous studies on determinants of the volume of trade by Helpman (1987) and Hummels and 

Levinsohn (2002). Unlike Evenett and Keller (2002) he used bilateral trade volumes instead of 

bilateral imports and to test whether monopolistic competition was driving the empirical results 

he distinguished between the relative and the absolute country size. He focused on the estimated 

parameters on the relative country size for the OECD and non-OECD countries to claim that 

increased similarity in country size was more important for the determination of bilateral trade 

within the OECD group than among non-OECD countries.  

Despite some empirical support for the new explanations of international trade provided 

by Evenett and Keller (2002) and Debeare (2005) there is a number of problems associated with 

their approaches. First, it can argued that model identification procedures based on comparing the 

magnitudes of estimated parameters on the  country size variables cannot be considered 

conclusive as their estimating equations yield biased estimates when trading partners are not 

completely specialized in production and their factor proportions differences are not 

appropriately controlled for. Second, the relationship between the volume of bilateral trade and 

the relative and absolute country size variables is not specific only to complete specialization 

models but it can be derived also from the traditional H-O-S model with incomplete 

specialization in production. Hence, the inference concerning the role of monopolistic 

competition in determination of bilateral trade volumes drawn by Evenett and Keller (2002) and 

Debeare (2005) may not be correct. 

Therefore, this paper has two objectives. The first is to propose alternative tests that allow 

unambiguous model identification and are not related to testing the values of estimated 

parameters on the country size variables. The second is to test the relationships derived from the 

generalized theoretical framework using Polish bilateral trade data during the transition period. 

Poland is the largest of transition countries in Central and Eastern Europe that have undergone a 
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successful economic transition from central planning to a market economy and recently joined 

the European Union. An important aspect of this transition has been an increase in the volume of 

trade and a shift from inter- to intra-industry trade. Consequently, we can expect that during the 

transition period both the traditional and the new explanations of international trade should play 

some role in explaining Poland’s trade. Therefore, Poland can be treated as a natural testing 

ground for studying the relevance of competing theoretical trade models.       

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe competing 

theoretical frameworks and derive bilateral trade volume equations. In Section 3 we discuss 

model identification procedures and explanatory variables. Section 4 contains the description of 

empirical results. Concluding remarks and directions for future research are provided in Section 

5. 

 

2. Competing theoretical frameworks 

In this section we review various theoretical frameworks that have been used to underpin the 

bilateral trade volume equation. First, we derive the trade volume equation from the standard 

two-sector, two-factor and two-country (2x2x2) H-O-S model with homogenous goods and both 

incomplete and complete specialization in production, respectively. Then, we show how the trade 

volume equation can be derived from the pure Chamberlinian monopolistic competition model 

with differentiated goods produced in both sectors. Finally, we combine both approaches to study 

determinants of the volume of trade in the C-H-O hybrid framework. We demonstrate that in all 

models both the relative and the absolute country size matter for the determination of the volume 

of trade while factor proportions are important only in models with incomplete specialization in 

production: both the H-O-S and the C-H-O models. 

 

2.1. Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson model 

The traditional H-O-S model assumes two sectors that produce two homogenous goods, say X 

and Y, under constant returns to scale with the use of two homogenous factors of production: 

capital K and labor L. Goods differ in their relative factor intensity with X being relative capital 

intensive and Y relative labor intensive. Trade is of inter-industry type only and takes place 

between two countries, say A and B, that differ in terms of their relative factor endowments, with 

A being relatively capital abundant compared to B. The production technologies and consumer 

preferences are assumed to be the same in both countries. Trade is driven by differences in factor 

proportions, with relatively capital abundant A exporting capital intensive good X to relatively 

labor abundant B in exchange for labor intensive good Y. There are no obstacles to trade, such as 
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transportation costs or tariffs, hence goods prices are the same everywhere and there is factor 

price equalization across countries. Trade in goods is balanced.  

Country A’s exports of good X to country B can be written as EXAB = p[XA – sA(XA+XB)], 

where p is the relative price of good X expressed in terms of good Y (numeraire), Xi denotes the 

output of good X produced in country i = A, B; and sA the share of country A’s GDP in the joint 

GDP of trading partners. Similarly, country B’s exports of good Y to country A can be written as 

EXBA = YB – sB(YA+YB), where Yi denotes the output of good Y produced in country i = A, B; and 

sB the share of country B’s GDP in the joint GDP of trading partners. The total volume of trade 

between A and B can be defined as the sum of both countries’ exports, or twice the export of 

either country: 

  

 

             (1) 

 where 3i denotes the share of good Y in country i’s GDP, i = A, B. 

One can notice that the volume of bilateral trade in homogenous goods VT
H-H

 between A 

and B is the product of three terms: differences in the structure of trading economies due to 

different factor proportions (3B –�3A), the bilateral version of Helpman’s (1987) GDP similarity 

index that describes the relative economic size of trading partners (1 – sA
2
 – sB

2
), and their 

absolute economic size measured by the sum of their GDPs (GDPA+GDPB).  

It is instructive to consider two special cases of the baseline H-O-S model. First, if the 

economic structure of both trading partners is exactly the same, i.e. 3A = 3B, then equation (1) 

implies that the volume of bilateral trade is equal to zero. This is the only case in the H-O-S 

model when the country size variables do not affect the volume of trade. Second, if both countries 

are completely specialized in production, i.e. country A produces only good X and country B only 

good Y, so 3B = 1 and 3A = 0, then factor proportions do not play any role in the determination of 

the volume of trade and the trade volume equation (1) simplifies to: 

     

 

             (2) 

A very similar insight can be derived from the pure monopolistic competition model with 

differentiated goods where each country is completely specialized in production of a certain 
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2.2. Pure monopolistic competition model 

Unlike in the H-O-S model, the two-sector pure monopolistic competition model proposed by 

Krugman (1981), Helpman and Krugman (1985, ch.8) and Helpman (1987) assumes that both X 

and Y are differentiated goods produced in many varieties under increasing returns to scale. The 

market structure in both sectors is described by Chamberlinian perfect monopolistic competition 

that represents the symmetric Bertrand-Nash equilibrium of perfectly informed producers facing 

perfectly informed consumers under conditions of perfect flexibility in the choice of product 

specification, absence of collusion and no barriers to entry and exit. Like in the H-O-S model, the 

pure monopolistic competition model assumes identical production technologies and consumer 

preferences in both countries. There is complete specialization in production of a certain variety 

by a particular firm in each country. Preference for variety combined with complete 

specialization in production give rise to simultaneous exports and imports within the same 

industries, i.e. intra-industry trade. Each country consumes a share of output of all varieties 

produced in both countries equal to the share of its GDP in the joint GDP of a country-pair. Like 

in the H-O-S model there are no obstacles to trade, goods and factor prices are equalized across 

countries, and trade is balanced.   

In this case exports of varieties of both goods from country A to country B can be written 

as: EXAB = sB(pXA + YA) = sBGDPA, where XA is now the product of the number of varieties of 

good X produced in country A and the output of a representative variety of good X, while YA is the 

product of the number of varieties of good Y produced in country A and the output of a 

representative variety of good Y. Similarly, exports from country B to country A can be written as 

EXBA = sA(pXB + YB) = sAGDPB. With balanced trade the total volume of trade in differentiated 

goods between A and B equals:    

     

 

             (3) 

One can notice that expression (3) that describes the volume of bilateral trade when both 

goods are differentiated is identical to expression (2) although it was derived from a different 

theoretical model. The main insight of the pure monopolistic competition model is thus the same 

as the one obtained from the H-O-S model with complete specialization in production. When 

both goods are differentiated factors proportions do not play any role in the determination of the 
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bilateral volume of trade, despite the fact that goods are produced with different factor intensities 

and countries differ in their relative factor endowments.
1
  

 

2.3. Chamberlin-Heckscher-Ohlin model 

In the previous subsections we have considered models in which both goods were either 

homogenous or differentiated. These two models can be thought of as two extreme cases of a 

more general framework in which one of the goods is differentiated and the other homogenous. 

This hybrid framework developed by Helpman (1981), Helpman and Krugman (1985, ch. 8) and 

Helpman (1987) is often referred to in the trade literature as the C-H-O model. Let us now 

combine the elements of two previously discussed frameworks and assume that good X is a 

differentiated good produced in many varieties under increasing returns to scale, like the one in 

the pure monopolistic competition model, while good Y is a homogenous product like the one in 

the H-O-S model.  

We continue to assume that good X is capital intensive and good Y labor intensive, and 

that country A is relatively capital abundant compared to B. Goods prices are the same 

everywhere, factor price equalization holds and trade is balanced. In the present case good Y will 

be exported only by country B to country A while different varieties of good X will flow in both 

directions and country A will be a net exporter of good X. Export volumes for countries A and B 

can be written as: EXAB = sBpXA and EXBA = sApXB + [YB – sB(YA+YB)], respectively. 

Consequently, with balanced trade the total bilateral volume of trade between A and B can be 

expressed as:  

 

 

             (4) 

One can notice that the volume of trade in the C-H-O model depends on both the structure 

of A’s economy, captured by the term (1 –�3A), as well as GDP variables measuring the relative 

and absolute economic size of a country pair. In the extreme case when country A is completely 

specialized in production of differentiated good X, i.e. when 3A = 0, the trade volume equation (4) 

                                                           
1 However, unlike in the H-O-S model where trade was always of inter-industry trade type, in the pure monopolistic 

competition model factor proportions affect the structure of trade, i.e. the share of intra-industry trade in total trade. 

When there are no differences in factor proportions between trading partners all trade is intra-industry trade and 

when differences in factor proportions are so large that lead to complete specialization in production of good all trade 

is inter-industry trade. 
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looks exactly the same as the one in the case of pure monopolistic competition model (3) or the 

pure H-O-S model with perfect specialization (2). However, if specialization in production is 

incomplete, i.e. both countries produce both goods, the bilateral volume of trade in the C-H-O 

model is smaller compared to the pure monopolistic competition model but larger than in the 

baseline H-O-S model: 

    

 

             (5) 

3. Model identification, estimating equation and data 

3.1. Model identification and estimating equation 

In this section we propose an alternative approach to the tests employed by Evenett and Keller 

(2002). Their model identification approach assumed that the structure of trading economies was 

constant and invariant over time and across country pairs. Consequently, the shares of good Y in 

GDP of trading partners, 3A and 3B, that appear in trade volume equations derived from 

incomplete specialization models could be treated as constant model parameters and estimated. 

According to their approach we should expect that when there is complete specialization in 

production in both countries, either in production of homogenous goods like in the H-O-S model 

or in production of differentiated goods like in the pure monopolistic competition model, the 

value of the estimated parameter on the country size variables should equal unity, while when 

countries are incompletely specialized its value should be smaller then one. Moreover, the value 

of the estimated parameter in the C-H-O model should be larger than in the H-O-S model as in 

the former model there is at least complete specialization in both countries in production of a 

subset of varieties of differentiated good X. According to their approach the magnitude of the 

estimated parameter on the country size variables should increase with the extent of 

specialization in production.  

 Their approach is correct and leads to unbiased estimates of the parameters on the country 

size variables only when factor proportions across country-pairs are the same and constant over 

time or when countries are completely specialized in production so factor proportions should not 

play any role in the determination of the bilateral volume of trade. Otherwise estimation results 

might be biased and hard to interpret as experienced by Evenett and Keller (2002) who noted that 

the link between the estimated parameters on country size variables and the share of intra-

industry trade, intended to proxy for the share of differentiated goods in total trade, was not very 

clear. To avoid the problems associated with the use of their approach that is valid only under 

very restrictive assumptions which may not be satisfied in the real world we develop a different 
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model identification procedure that allows us to distinguish between the competing theoretical 

models.  

 )ROORZLQJ�D�UHFHQW�WKHRUHWLFDO�VWXG\�E\�&LH�OLN����06) we argue that the shares of good Y 

in GDPs of trading partners are not exogenously given constants but rather endogenous variables 

that are functions of the country-pair capital-labor sums and differences. Moreover, the impact of 

these factor proportions measures on the volume of trade is model-specific. According to the 

theory’s predictions these two variables should play a crucial role in the determination of bilateral 

trade volumes in models with incomplete specialization in production while they should not play 

any role in models with complete specialization. Moreover, discrimination between two models 

with incomplete specialization in production, i.e. the H-O-S and the C-H-O models, can be based 

on the estimated parameter sign accompanying the capital-labor sum variable. As predicted by 

the theory the impact of this variable on the volume of bilateral trade should be negative in the 

baseline H-O-S model, while positive in the C-H-O model.
2
            

 Taking logs of our trade volume equations (1)-(4) discussed in Section 2 we can derive 

our general estimating equation that takes the following form: 

 

logVTjkt�  � .0� �� .1log|Kjt/Ljt – Kkt/Lkt_� �� .2log(Kjt/Ljt + Kkt/Lkt�� �� .3log(1-sjt
2
-skt

2
) + 

.4log(GDPjt+GDPkt) + vt����jk���0jkt..        (6)   

 

where: j – Poland’s trading partner, j = 1,…, 105,
3
 k = Poland, t – year, t = 1992,…,2003, vt - 

LQGLYLGXDO�WLPH�HIIHFW���jk - individual country-pair effect that may be fixed or random depending 

RQ�WKH�VSHFLILFDWLRQ�RI�WKH�HVWLPDWLQJ�HTXDWLRQ��0jkt - error term. 

Equation (6) can be estimated using Polish bilateral trade data for its 105 trading partners 

over the transition period 1992-2003.
4
 This yields a total of 1260 observations. Our estimating 

equation is a structural form equation derived directly from theoretical models discussed in the 

previous section and shows how the volume of bilateral trade is related to various country-pair 

                                                           
2 As demonstrated by Evenett and Keller (2002) the discrimination between models with complete specialization in 

production is not really an issue as these models are too exotic to exist in reality and are not supported by their 

empirical findings. Also empirical evidence for Poland presented in Section 4 rejects these models in favor of the 

incompletely specialized C-H-O model.  

3
 The complete list of 105 countries used in the empirical study is provided in Appendix I. 

4 This selection is determined by data availability. Although the economic transition in Poland started in 1989 our 

sample starts only in 1992. This is due to the fact that in 1992 a complex modernization of trade statistics took place 

in Poland. Changes included sources of data, methodology of statistical surveys, commodity classification and 

organization of the foreign trade system. Therefore, data for the earlier years is not comparable with the 1992 data.  
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characteristics such as factor proportions measured by the sums and the absolute differences in 

capital-labor ratios, and economic size measured by relative and absolute GDPs.  

 Both complete and incomplete specialization models can be nested into equation (6). 

According to the theory’s predictions in the pure monopolistic competition and the H-O-S models 

with complete specialization factor proportion variables should not play any role, hence we can 

expect that the estimated parameters on capital-labor sums and differences should be equal to 

]HUR��.1  �.2 = 0. In the C-H-O and the H-O-6�PRGHOV�ZLWK�LQFRPSOHWH�VSHFLDOL]DWLRQ�ERWK�.1 and 

.2 should be different from zero. In the former model we should expect that both estimated 

parameter signs will�EH�SRVLWLYH��.1�!���DQG�.2 > 0, while in the latter the estimated parameters 

ZLOO�GLVSOD\�RSSRVLWH�VLJQV�ZLWK�.1�!���DQG�.2 < 0. Thus the parameter sign on the capital-labor 

sum will be crucial for distinguishing between these two models.  

In all models the estimated parameters on the economic size variables should display 

SRVLWLYH� VLJQV��.3� !� �� DQG�.4 > 0. Moreover, one can notice that unlike in Evenett and Keller 

(2002) and Debeare (2005) the generalized estimating expressed in logs where capital-labor sums 

and differences are controlled for does not impose the restriction that the parameters on the 

country size variables should be different in competing models. Taking logs of our trade volume 

equations (1)-(4) reveals that the estimating equations derived from different theoretical 

frameworks predict that in all cases estimated parameters on both the relative and the absolute 

country size variables should be the same and equal unity, .3  �.4 = 1.
5
 Therefore, the estimated 

parameters on the country size variables should not be used as a model identification criterion to 

distinguish between models with complete and incomplete specialization in production.  

The impact of various explanatory variables on the volume of bilateral trade predicted by 

competing theoretical frameworks is summarized in Table 1.    

 

Table 1. Expected coefficient signs on explanatory variables in competing models. 

Expected parameter signs Explanatory 

variable 

Estimated 

parameter HOS incomplete 

specialization 

HOS complete specialization, 

pure monopolistic competition 

CHO 

|Kjt/Ljt – Kkt/Lkt| .1 + 0 + 

(Kjt/Ljt + Kkt/Lkt) .2 - 0 + 

(1-sjt
2
-skt

2
) .3 + + + 

(GDPjt+GDPkt) .4 + + + 
Note: expected coefficient signs on the K/L sums and differences are shown given the assumption made in the 

previous section that KA/LA > KB/LB. 

                                                           
5 Unlike Hummels and Levinsohn (1995) we decided not to impose a restriction that the estimated parameters on the 

relative and the absolute country size variables are equal and instead investigate the impact of these two variables on 

the volume of trade separately.  
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In addition to the explanatory variables derived directly from the theory there might also 

exist factors that affect bilateral trade volume which are country-pair specific. Examples include 

trade restrictions, common border, similar language or cultural background that vary across 

country-pairs. The impact of individual country-pair effects on the volume of trade can be 

captured with the use of fixed or random effects. Finally, to control for business cycle effects and 

trade policy changes we also need to control for individual time effects by including time 

dummies for particular years.  

 

3.2. Data definitions and sources 

Our dependent variable in the estimating equation is the log of bilateral volume of Poland’s trade 

with its trading partners defined as the sum of exports and imports. The data on Polish bilateral 

trade flows were culled from the selected issues of the Yearbook of Foreign Trade Statistics 

published annually by the Central Statistical Office of Poland based in Warsaw. Bilateral trade 

volume data were originally expressed in the current US dollars and to assure their intertemporal 

comparability had to be converted to constant 2000 prices using the US GDP deflator. Data on 

the US GDP deflator were obtained from the World Development Indicators (WDI) CD-ROM 

(2005) published by the World Bank in Washington.  

 Our explanatory variables include logs of two types of variables derived from the theory. 

The first one refers to factor proportions while the second to country size measures. The 

estimating equation shows that the impact of factor proportions is correctly measured when both 

capital-labor sums and differences are simultaneously included in the regression. Unfortunately, 

we cannot use direct measures of factor proportions as for the majority of Poland’s trading 

partners the capital stock per worker data is not available. Therefore, to proxy for the capital-

labor sums and differences between Poland and its trading partners we use per capita GDP sums 

and differences. These seem to be good proxies as it is well known from previous empirical 

studies that capital per worker and per capita GDP are highly correlated (Hummels and 

Levinsohn, 1995; Evenett and Keller, 2002). Data on GDP per capita used to compute these sums 

and differences came from the WDI CD-ROM and were expressed in constant 2000 US dollars 

and evaluated in PPP terms to assure their cross-country comparability. 

 The country size variables include both relative and absolute measure that can be directly 

calculated using GDP for Poland and its trading partners. The GDP data also comes from the 

WDI CD-ROM and is expressed in constant 2000 US dollars and evaluated in PPP terms. The 

relative country size is measured using a two-country version of Helpman’s (1987) size similarity 

index that describes the dispersion of GDP within a country-pair. The value of this index is 
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maximized when both trading partners are of equal size. The absolute size of a country-pair is 

measured by the sum of GDPs of Poland and its trading partners. 

Although the theoretical models described in the previous section do not predict any role 

for distance in the determination of the bilateral volume of trade many empirical studies of 

bilateral trade flows show that distance is a significant barrier to international trade. Therefore, to 

test for robustness of our estimates we also include in our regressions the measures of geographic 

distance between the capitals of trading partners. We choose to measure distance in the simplest 

possible way by using a “as the crow flies” distance between the capital city of Poland - Warsaw 

and the capitals of Poland’s trading partners and express it in kilometers. The distance data is 

available on line from http://www.indo.com/distance. The definitions of dependent and 

explanatory variables and their summary statistics are shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Definitions of variables and their summary statistics 

Explanatory 

variable 

Empirical measure Min. Max. Mean Std. Dev. 

VTjk Sum of exports and imports 

in millions of US dollars 

(2000 prices) 

0.304 35739.213 625.635 2225.062 

|Kjt/Ljt – Kkt/Lkt| Per capita GDP difference 

between trading partner 

and Poland in US dollars 

(PPP, 2000 prices) 

12.793 48102.880 7626.606 6100.742 

(Kjt/Ljt + Kkt/Lkt) Per capita GDP sum 

between trading partner 

and Poland in US dollars 

(PPP, 2000 prices) 

7235.483 69601.860 19011.310 9878.746 

(1-sjt
2
-skt

2
) Helpman’s GDP similarity 

index 

0.024 0.499 0.267 0.162 

(GDPjt+GDPkt) Sum of parent country and 

Poland’s GDPs in billions 

of US dollars (PPP, 2000 

prices) 

263 10700 714 1050 

DISTANCE Geographic “as the crow 

flies distance” of trading 

partner’s capital city from 

Warsaw in kilometers 

365 17682 4953.162 3869.755 

 

4. Estimation results 

In this section we discuss two sets of estimates based on two different approaches. First, we 

present the estimates obtained from the traditional approach used by Hummels and Levinsohn 

(1995), Evenett and Keller (2002) and Debeare (2005) which assumes that there is complete 
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specialization in production and factor proportions do not matter for the determination of the 

volume of trade. In this case the parameters on the capital-labor sums and differences in our 

estimating equation are both equal zero, i.e. coefficients .1 = .2 = 0. Hence, we can estimate a 

restricted version of equation (6) in which the set of explanatory variables is limited to the 

country size variables only.  

However, if the true model that explains the volume of trade is one of the incomplete 

specialization models then the estimates of parameters on factor proportion variables are different 

from zero, .1 ����DQG�.2 �����,Q�WKLV�FDVH��LI�FDSLWDO-labor sums and differences are not controlled 

for in the regression the estimates of parameters on the country size variables are biased due to 

the omitted variable error. Therefore, the second set of estimates is based on the new approach 

that assumes incomplete specialization in production and controls for the variation in capital-

labor sums and differences across country-pairs. The estimates obtained using the former 

approach are reported in Table 3, while the estimates obtained using the latter approach in Table 

4.   

 

INSERT TABLE 3 HERE 

 

4.1. Complete specialization approach 

The baseline estimates obtained via the traditional OLS approach on the pooled dataset that does 

not allow controlling for individual time and country-pair effects are presented in column (1) of 

Table 3. It turns out that both relative and absolute country size variables display the predicted 

signs and are statistically significant already at the 1 per cent significance levels. However, the 

values of both estimated coefficients on these variables exceed unity, which contradicts the 

predictions of the theory. In columns (2) and (3) we control for individual country-pair fixed and 

random effects, respectively, exploiting the panel properties of our dataset. In both cases 

explanatory variables remain statistically significant at the 1 percent levels and display expected 

signs. Both F-test and L-M test confirm the importance for controlling for individual country-pair 

effects while the Hausman test favors the use of fixed effects. In both cases the estimated 

coefficients on the relative country size variable fall below unity while the coefficients on the 

absolute country size variable rise above two.  

In column (4) we present estimates obtained using random effects and controlling for 

individual time effects for particular years of our sample. The importance of controlling for time 

effects has been confirmed by F-test, while the appropriateness of random effects by LM and  

Hausman tests. It turns out that the inclusion of time effects changes the preferred way of 
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modeling the individual country-pair effects. Moreover, the use of individual time effects 

increases the value of the estimated parameter on the relative country size above unity and at the 

same time decreases the value of the parameter on the absolute country size bringing the 

estimates closer to the predictions of the theory. In column (5) we test the robustness of our 

previous estimates by including the distance variable. Although this variable is not derived from 

any of the theoretical models discussed in Section 2 many empirical studies based on ad hoc 

gravity frameworks confirm its importance. It turns out that the estimated parameter on this 

variable is statistically significant already at the 1 percent level and displays a negative sign that 

is in line with previous empirical studies. The inclusion of the distance variable greatly improves 

the overall fit of the regression but the values of the estimated coefficient on the country size 

variable do not change much and remain above unity.  

In columns (6)-(9) we report estimates obtained for two subsamples comprising high- and 

low-income countries, before and after controlling for distance, respectively. The high-income 

sample is defined as the one were per capita GDP of a trading partner exceeds GDP per capita in 

Poland for most years of the sample period, while the low-income sample as the one where per 

capita GDP of a trading partner is lower than in Poland. Poland’s bilateral trade with the high-

income group is mostly intra-industry trade while with the low-income group inter-industry trade. 

Therefore, if we treat the approach advocated by Evenett and Keller (2002) seriously we should 

expect that the relative country size exerts a stronger impact on the volume of trade in the high-

income group than in the low-income group due to higher specialization in production of 

differentiated goods within the former group. However, the estimates reveal the opposite result. 

Although all the parameters are statistically significant at the 1 percent levels, the estimated 

parameter on the relative country size variable for the high-income group is lower than the one 

obtained for the low-income group.
6
 This result holds before and after controlling for distance.  

Summing up, the empirical results presented in Table 3 call into question the usefulness of 

the model identification approach employed in the previous empirical work by Evenett and Keller 

(2002) and Debeare (2005). The use of estimated parameters on the country size variables is not 

very helpful useful in discriminating between competing trade models. Therefore, now we turn to 

a different identification approach based on the parameter signs associated with capital-labor 

sums and differences that allows unambiguously determine the theoretical model that drives the 

empirical results.  

 

INSERT TABLE 4 HERE 
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4.2. Incomplete specialization approach 

In Table 4 we report estimation results based on a more general specification (6) assuming that 

trading partners are not specialized completely in production and factor proportions along with 

the country size variables may be important for the determination of the volume of bilateral trade. 

The impact of factor proportions is captured using two variables measuring sums and differences 

in capital-labor ratios across country pairs. Columns (1)-(5) of Table 4 are the counterparts of 

columns (1)-(5) in Table 3 for the whole sample while columns (6)-(9) in Table 4 are the 

counterparts of columns (6)-(9) in Table 3 for high- and low-income subsamples. In all 

regressions for the whole sample variables measuring the country-pair capital-labor sums are 

statistically significant already at the 1 percent level that confirms the importance of factor 

proportions explanations for international trade and supports the assumption of incomplete 

specialization in production. The positive sign of the estimated parameter on this variable clearly 

and unambiguously favors the C-H-O model versus the baseline H-O-S model with incomplete 

specialization in production.  

The variable measuring the impact of differences in capital-labor ratios across country-

pairs is not statistically significant in any regressions for the whole sample. We need to 

remember, however, that the theoretical models discussed in Section 2 predict that when a 

country is relatively capital abundant compared to its trading partner then an increase in the 

capital-labor ratio in this country, and the consequent fall in the capital labor ratio in the partner 

country, leads to a higher absolute value of the capital-labor difference and translates into an 

increased volume of bilateral trade. However, when a country is relatively labor abundant 

compared to its trading partner an increase in its capital-labor ratio has an exactly opposite effect 

as the absolute value of the capital-labor difference decreases and consequently the volume of 

trade falls. As our sample is mixed and includes both countries with per capita GDP higher than 

in Poland as well as those with per capita GDP lower than in Poland these offsetting effects make 

our measure of the capital-labor differences not statistically significant. Therefore, the lack of 

statistical significance of the capital-labor difference should not be surprising for the whole 

sample. 

Statistically significant estimates of the coefficients on the variable measuring differences 

in capital-labor ratios between trading partners are obtained in columns (6)-(9) when the sample 

is split into high- and low-income subsamples. This allows linking the estimating equation 

                                                                                                                                                                                            
6 A similar puzzling result has been reported by Evenett and Keller (2002) in their Table 3. 
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directly to the relationships predicted by the theory.
7
 The impact of differences in capital-labor 

differences is slightly stronger in the low-income subsample than in the high-income subsample. 

Controlling for geographic distance between trading partners does not change this result, 

although the statistical significance of the factor proportions measures decreases. It is also worth 

noting that the presence of variables measuring sums and differences in capital-labor ratios in the 

regression decreases almost in all cases the values of estimated parameters on the country size 

variables bringing them closer to the values predicted by the theory compared to the values 

reported in Table 3.     

 

5. Conclusions 

The new trade theory that emerged in the 1980s emphasizes economies of scale, product 

differentiation and factor proportions as the key determinants of international trade flows. 

However, despite the empirical research effort in the last 20 years there exists at least very mixed 

formal support for this theory. Surprisingly, most to-date empirical work has concentrated on 

testing complete specialization models with product differentiation in all goods versus the 

traditional H-O-S model with homogeneous goods. At the same time very little empirical 

attention has been devoted to hybrid incomplete specialization models with both differentiated 

and homogenous goods like the C-H-O model. The only exception is the study by Evenett and 

Keller (2002) who developed a model identification procedure based on the share of intra-

industry trade and the estimated parameter values on the country size variables. In this paper we 

have argued that their procedure may not be appropriate for the countries that differ in their factor 

proportions and are not completely specialized in production. We have proposed an alternative 

model identification approach that is not related to the shares of intra-industry trade but rather 

directly to country-pair factor proportions measured by their capital-labor sums and differences. 

This approach allows discriminating between different complete and incomplete specialization 

models on the basis of the estimated parameter signs on the factor proportions variables and their 

statistical significance. To test theoretical relationships we used transition country data where 

both traditional and new explanations should matter for the determination of the volume of trade. 

It turned out that the incomplete specialization models were more successful in explaining 

Poland’s bilateral trade than complete specialization models. The C-H-O model was preferred to 

the baseline H-O-S model for both the high- and the low-income subsamples. These empirical 

                                                           
7 In the high-income subsample Poland’s per capita GDP is always lower than that of its trading partner while in the 

low-income subsample it is always higher, hence the theory predictions concerning the sign of the estimated 

parameter of the capital-labor difference summarized in Table 1 always apply. 
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results support the view that Poland’s foreign trade is best explained by the hybrid framework 

that integrates factor proportions with monopolistic competition proposed by Helpman and 

Krugman (1985). In addition to the explanatory variables derived directly from the theory 

sensitivity tests revealed that in all regressions the variable measuring geographic distance 

between trading partners played a significant role in determination of trade volume. This raises a 

need to devote more attention to the role of distance and country location in future studies.   

 

Appendix I. The list of Poland’s trading partners used in the empirical study. 

High-income countries Low-income countries 

Argentina 

Australia 

Austria 

Belgium 

Canada 

Cyprus 

Czech Rep. 

Denmark 

Estonia 

Finland 

France 

Germany 

Greece 

Hong Kong 

Hungary 

Iceland 

Ireland 

Israel 

Italy 

Japan 

Korea Rep. 

Kuwait 

Luxembourg 

Malta 

Netherlands 

New Zealand 

Norway 

Portugal 

Saudi Arabia 

Singapore 

Slovak Rep. 

Slovenia 

South Africa 

Spain 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

United Arab Emirates 

United Kingdom 

United States 

Uruguay 

Albania 

Algeria 

Azerbaijan 

Bangladesh 

Belarus 

Brazil 

Bulgaria 

Cameroon 

Chile 

China 

Colombia 

Costa Rica 

Cote d’Ivoire 

Croatia 

Ecuador 

Egypt 

El Salvador 

Ethiopia 

Gabon 

Ghana 

Guatemala 

Guinea 

Honduras 

India 

Indonesia 

Iran 

Jordan 

Kazakstan 

Kenya 

Kyrgyz Rep. 

Lao PDR 

Latvia 

Lebanon 

Lithuania  

Macedonia FYR 

Madagascar 

Malawi 

Malaysia 

Mali 

Mexico 

Morocco 

Nigeria 

Pakistan 

Panama 

Peru 

Philippines 

Romania 

Russian Federation 

Sri Lanka 

Sudan 

Syrian Rep. 

Tajikistan 

Thailand 

Togo 

Tunesia 

Turkey 

Turkmenistan 

Uganda 

Ukraine 

Uzbekistan 

Venezuela 

Vietnam 

Yemen 

Zambia 

Zimbabwe 
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�
Table 3. Estimates of complete specialization models for the period 1992-2003 on pooled and panel data.  

(t- and z-stats) 

Explanatory 

variable 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

(1-sjt
2
-skt

2
) 1.120*** 

(20.96) 

0.734*** 

(3.21) 

0.856*** 

(6.39) 

1.092*** 

(8.00) 

1.026*** 

(10.31) 

0.810*** 

(3.29) 

0.929*** 

(5.89) 

0.894*** 

(6.60) 

0.935*** 

(7.03) 

(GDPjt+GDPkt) 1.736*** 

(24.19) 

2.559*** 

(23.48) 

2.438*** 

(25.26) 

1.221*** 

(6.24) 

1.568*** 

(11.22) 

1.349*** 

(5.20) 

1.041*** 

(3.81) 

1.697*** 

(11.92) 

1.314*** 

(5.67) 

DISTANCE     -1.084*** 

(12.24) 

  -1.152*** 

(11.49) 

-0.828*** 

(6.26) 

Constant -33.941*** 

(17.27) 

-56.773*** 

(19.74) 

-53.317*** 

(1.27) 

-20.608*** 

(3.90) 

-21.197*** 

(5.58) 

-23.671*** 

(3.38) 

-16.546** 

(2.25) 

-24.034*** 

(6.32) 

-16.896*** 

(2.71) 

Time effects NO NO NO YES YES YES YES YES YES 

F-test 

(p-val) 

   85.25 

(0.00) 

83.60 

(0.00) 

97.82 

(0.00) 

33.48 

(0.00) 

144.51 

(0.00) 

30.26 

(0.00) 

Country effects NO FIXED RANDOM RANDOM RANDOM RANDOM RANDOM RANDOM RANDOM 

F-test 

(p-val) 

 79.59 

(0.00) 

       

LM-test 

(p-val) 

  5107.93 

(0.00) 

5270.94 

(0.00) 

3652.93 

(0.00) 

2246.18 

(0.00) 

2732.09 

(0.00) 

1332.44 

(0.00) 

2089.15 

(0.00) 

Hausman test 

(p-val) 

  12.70 

(0.00) 

17.62 

(0.17) 

23.00 

(0.04) 

1.40 

(1.00) 

10.62 

(0.64) 

2.87 

(0.99) 

13.40 

(0.42) 

R2 overall 0.540 0.506 0.519 0.542 0.786 0.489 0.515 0.863 0.674 

R2  0.326 0.326 0.369 0.366 0.658 0.232 0.656 0.229 

R2  0.523 0.538 0.559 0.825 0.470 0.563 0.887 0.732 

Number of 

observations 

1260 1260 1260 1260 1260 480 780 480 780 

Notes: * significant at the 10% level of significance; ** significant at the 5% level of significance, *** significant at the 1% level of significance. 

 

�
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Table 4. Estimates of incomplete specialization models for the period 1992-2003 on pooled and panel data.  

(t- and z-stats) 

Explanatory 

variable 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

|Kjt/Ljt – Kkt/Lkt| -0.047 

(1.23) 

0.054 

(1.29) 

0.052 

(1.32) 

0.041 

(1.05) 

0.040 

(1.07) 

0.118** 

(2.01) 

1.180*** 

(2.64) 

0.112* 

(1.92) 

0.151** 

(2.23) 

(Kjt/Ljt + Kkt/Lkt) 1.761*** 

(18.83) 

1.632*** 

(3.75) 

1.538*** 

(7.42) 

1.168*** 

(4.70) 

0.625*** 

(3.13) 

1.479*** 

(3.57) 

1.496** 

(2.20) 

0.751** 

(2.12) 

0.767 

(1.20) 

(1-sjt
2
-skt

2
) 0.883*** 

(17.98) 

0.394 

(1.55) 

0.791*** 

(6.40) 

0.952*** 

(7.25) 

0.956*** 

(9.66) 

0.544** 

(2.16) 

0.845*** 

(5.16) 

0.838*** 

(5.96) 

0.907*** 

(6.40) 

(GDPjt+GDPkt) 1.310*** 

(19.60) 

1.136*** 

(3.04) 

1.287*** 

(7.65) 

0.974*** 

(5.11) 

1.415*** 

(9.91) 

0.911*** 

(3.33) 

0.967*** 

(3.50) 

1.510*** 

(9.77) 

1.290*** 

(5.39) 

DISTANCE     -0.980*** 

(10.99) 

  -1.099*** 

(10.45) 

-0.828*** 

(6.26) 

Constant -39.569*** 

(22.60) 

-35.245*** 

(5.84) 

-37.779*** 

(12.13) 

-25.700*** 

(5.30) 

-24.356*** 

(6.58) 

-28.205*** 

(3.87) 

-29.879*** 

(3.41) 

-28.098*** 

(6.13) 

-24.759*** 

(3.05) 

Time effects NO NO NO YES YES YES YES YES YES 

F-test 

(p-val) 

   47.82 

(0.00) 

51.99 

(0.00) 

53.42 

(0.00) 

21.47 

(0.03) 

61.77 

(0.00) 

20.56 

(0.04) 

Country effects NO FIXED RANDOM RANDOM RANDOM RANDOM RANDOM RANDOM RANDOM 

F-test 

(p-val) 

 59.10 

(0.00) 

       

LM-test 

(p-val) 

  4726.61 

(0.00) 

4782.49 

(0.00) 

3334.93 

(0.00) 

2242.43 

(0.00) 

2579.79 

(0.00) 

1329.05 

(0.00) 

2029.49 

(0.00) 

Hausman test 

(p-val) 

  5.00 

(0.29) 

31.46 

(0.01) 

28.06 

(0.02) 

15.30 

(0.43) 

19.32 

(0.20) 

26.71 

(0.03) 

20.93 

(0.14) 

R2 overall 0.649 0.624 0.647 0.641 0.806 0.485 0.543 0.855 0.672 

R2  0.336 0.335 0.366 0.365 0.679 0.237 0.672 0.236 

R2  0.652 0.676 0.668 0.846 0.465 0.586 0.877 0.730 

Number of 

observations 

1260 1260 1260 1260 1260 480 780 480 780 

Notes: * significant at the 10% level of significance; ** significant at the 5% level of significance, *** significant at the 1% level of significance. 


